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Last Granite Trust Ruling
LTR 201419011
We keep thinking we have seen the last letter ruling allowing a taxpayer to separate a subsidiary liquidation
from a preliminary decontrolling stock sale but they keep coming—at least for now. The idea is for a corporate
parent to recognize a loss on the majority of the stock of a wholly owned subsidiary by avoiding a Section
332 liquidation and having a Section 331 liquidation following its sale of some of the subsidiary’s stock to
an affiliate that is outside the corporation’s consolidated group. A handy subsidiary to use in these cases is
a REIT. A less-handy subsidiary is a foreign corporation. Alternately, the group owning the LossCo can just
form a partnership and have it buy the LossCo stock.

Granite Trust
GraniteTrust Co. v. U.S., 238 F2d 670 (1st Cir. 1956) ruled that a parent’s sale of more than 20 percent of the
stock of a subsidiary to an unrelated person was a proper set up for a taxable liquidation of the subsidiary.
As a result, the parent was able to recognize all of its loss on the subsidiary.
Granite Trust was not the first or only decision to rule as such, but it has come to be symbolic of the principle
that a formal liquidation can be separated from a preliminary and intentional decontrolling sale of part of
the subsidiary’s stock. In other words, the step transaction doctrine was not applied as it otherwise might
have been.
In 2014, the IRS announced that it no longer would rule on Granite Trust-type liquidations, but with several
rulings already in the pipeline, the decisions keep coming. The most recent is LTR 201419011.
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Facts
The taxpayer owned LossCo and two REITs. It sold a portion of LossCo’s stock to a REIT for nonqualified
preferred stock. This type of stock is not property for Section 304 purposes, and so the sale could be treated
as a Section 1001 loss recognition event. The next day, the parent and the REIT “will consider” adopting a
plan of liquidation for LossCo.

Rulings
The decontrolling sale of stock will have to comply with the unified loss rule of Reg. Section 1.1502-36. The
loss on that sale will be deferred under Section 267(f ), but the loss on the liquidating distribution will not.
LossCo will recognize losses on its distributions in liquidation, which will not be deferred.
The effect of the ruling is to allow, presumably, 79 percent of the loss on the LossCo stock to be currently
recognized in the group, with the rest suspended until the seller or buyer leaves the Section 267 controlled
group. That is an event that is not so hard to produce.

Representations
The taxpayer represented that “following the Share Sale: (i) REIT 1 will become the legal owner of the
Transferred Shares; (ii) the Share Sale will be duly recorded on the records of LossCo; (iii) REIT 1 will have
complete dominion and control over the Transferred Shares; (iv) REIT 1 will have the right to vote on all
shareholder resolutions with respect to the Transferred Shares; (v) the Transferred Shares will provide REIT
1 the right to its proportionate share of current distributions; (vi) the Transferred Shares will provide REIT 1
the right to its proportionate share of the net assets of LossCo if LossCo were to liquidate; and (vii) REIT 1
will not hold itself out as owning the Transferred Shares as an agent, trustee, or nominee (or in any similar
role) for another person.”
In other words, the REIT has to really own the LossCo shares for the instant before the formal plan of
liquidation is adopted.

Conclusion
If the IRS is down on Granite Trust deals, you would not know it from this ruling, which was issued five months
after the request was submitted. Perhaps they really mean what they have said in explaining the no rule:
they don’t like the result and won’t help taxpayers get it, but taxpayers are free to continue to rely on the
authorities that have been out there for decades. Based on that, Granite Trust deals are likely to continue.
For more information, contact Jack Cummings at (919) 862-2302.
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